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About This Game

In this mind-bending game you create complex structures to get your woodland creatures over vast chasms. In a bridge-builder
first, you'll guide your creatures and construct your bridges in real time. Use the weight of various creatures to balance your

structures as you build them.

Features:

- 72 unique levels across 6 worlds
- Construction physics applied in real-time

- Steam Achievements and Steam Leaderboards integration
- Steam Cloud support
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tiny bridge adventure. tiny bridge ratventure pl

bad game :/. This visual novel is something different. At first, I didn't know what to expect from it, but it was great.

Pros:
+ Nice graphics
+ Nice characters

Neutral:
x Alright Story

Cons:
- The pacing might feel slow to some
- Overly short

Overall, it is something nice to read. I would recommend it to anyone who wants a short read.. I played this game long before i
got it on Steam, it's a comic-ish style with weird/funny humor in it.
Some does like it, some not. I definitely like that.

Sadly it'll be not in Serious Sam Fusion, because the codebase is too different, but it'll come in a different way back.
(Hopefully) <3. Please dont do this to yourself.. Welp, I can't recommend it since the game just won't work, I'm getting a black
screen when I'm starting the game, and it's a pain to try to quit the app.
It does seem fun tho from what I can look at the the videos.
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Laggy, glitchy port of an otherwise decent game. Get the console version instead.

EDIT: It is imposible to beat the forest level due to platforms not appearing. DO NOT WASTE YOUR MONEY.. Let's turn and
burn!. Nope. This game has the same problems wthis "Intergalactic Bubbles". It's just a little funnier that the other one.. It's
almost like Master of Magic meets Heroes of Might and Magic... This oldie still looks good and plays well today. In many ways
it is superior to most modern variations on the formula (Fallen Enchantress included, but not Legendary Heroes).. Cringe-
worthy game. The visuals are void, the sound design is dumb, it's just overall a completely stripped down and frightful
Bejeweled clone. It's accompanied with annoying Topware DRM rubbish, and the narrator's voice, both male and female, made
me want to chop my balls off. The one and only thing I can praise about this game, is that it is actually functional, the
gameplay and its controls flow just fine, and it can also be a good distraction. However, that does not redeem the game
for what it is in any way. It is not worth the price at all, and I cannot recommend it. 2.1\/10.0. It's kind of like a love
child between the F-zero and WipeOut series. Lots of speed, racing, and battling on track, although a majority of the
time you'll spend trying to swerve onto the boost panels to retain any sort of speed. Not a bad game for the price.
Controller support is always nice.. I like this game no cheating people :). An amazing pixel style game with online
multiplayer support. Would reccomend even if you don't have friends to play with (you can always find some players
online since theres an active community) :)
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